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Sports

USG and GSS prepare
for elections.

Falcon senior Andrea Nordmann
scores her 1,000 career point.
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Toledo sees rise
in serious crime
among juveniles
The Associated Press

their 21st birthday.
Police Lt. Shirley Green, who
TOLEDO (AP) ~ Law enforce- works in the department's Youth
ment authorities said Wednesday Services Division, said there are
they are alarmed that juveniles not enough detectives.
are suspected in each of the ci"Our philosophy is that a 16 or
ty's four murders this year.
17-year-old doesn't pick up a gun
"If this is any indication of one day and say, 'I'm going out
what this year is going to be like,
it's really frightening," said
Maria Osgood, assistant prosecutor at Lucas County Juvenile "Our philosophy is that
Court. "We're Just seeing the
a 16 or 17-year-old
total disregard for human life."
The latest arrest came Tuesday, when Demetrius Thomas,
16, was charged in connection
with the Jan. 21 shooting of Gary
Owens, 40. Police said they are
looking for two other suspects Daniel EUzondo, 14, and Jesse
Miller, 16.

doesn't pick up a gun
one day and say, 'I'm
going out and commit a
homicide.' It's usually a
progression from minor
offenses to much bigger
ones," Green said.

Osgood said some juvenile
suspects showed no empathy.
"There's just a coldness," she
said.

Police Lt. Shirley Green

The BG Newt/Bill Dcrmadr. Jr.

Holy BatmobileBatman!
(Above) Preparing to dash
off and battle Imaginary
villains, Jeff (left to right),
Cody, and Krlstan Mathias
of Cygnet pose to have their
picture taken In the Batmobile Wednesday afternoon
at the Woodland Mall. Mall
visitors could have their
picture taken with the car
from the orignlal television
series for a price of $2.

"We have never ever had the
quantity of serious offenses we'- and commit a homicide.' It's
re seeing now," said Osgood, usually a progression from minor
who's been with the prosecutor's offenses to much bigger ones,"
office IS years.
Green said.
The Child Study Institute, the
Youth Services detectives
county's juvenile detention focus on serious crimes. They
center, is overcrowded. There is dont have the time to investigate
bed space for 60, but the center misdemeanors, she said.
has housed an average of 80 for
"The kids who break windows
the last few months.
and shoplift are passed over and
Many of the young people have soon discover that if they can get
been charged with murder, rape away with misdemeanors they're
and armed robbery.
ready to graduate to felonies,"
she said.
Osgood said prosecutors are
trying to get 14 juveniles to stand
Deputy Chief James Wlegand
trial as adults. Three are charged agreed.
with aggravated murder and two
"It's a frightening situation at
with murder. A juvenile convicted of murder In Juvenile Court this point I'm not sure how we're
can only be held in prison until going to address it," he said.

(Left) By night she is
Heather Herman, by day
her counter-personality of
Catwoman comes out to
sign autographs for aspiring Batmen at the Woodland
Mall. United Entertainment
Incorporated respresentalive Drew Shugars said the
car has made several stops
In cities already and will be
traveling to the World of
Wheels Auto Show in Plttsbnrg.
TitBGNtwWLaur.Gwe

Browne delivers
"final lecture"
by Ginger Phillips
general assignment reporter

Ohio EPA reviews incinerator
Greenpeace wants lists of waste materials made public
Technologies Industries incin- EPA to keep detailed manifests
erator contends that release of confidential.
Greenpeace spokesman Scott
shipping manifests would violate
Sederstrom said the group wants
COLUMBUS (AP) - State regu- trade secrets with clients.
lators will decide on a case-byThe environmental group the public release of lists of macase basis whether material Greenpeace wants the informa- terials shipped to the incinerator
to make sure WTI Isn't storing
shipped to a hazardous-waste in- tion to be made public.
materials past a three-month
cinerator in East Liverpool
should be disclosed, a spokesperIf asked to release such infor- deadline.
mation, the Ohio Environmental
son said Wednesday.
Greenpeace also wants the
The manager of the Waste Protection Agency would review
state laws that outline what qual- manifests released to make sure
ifies as confidential trade se- WTI doesnt try a commercialcrets, said EPA spokeswoman level operation under its current
permit for a shakedown bum.
Patricia Madigan.
The Incinerator, along the Ohio
Jeff Zelik, manager, said
The agency would keep secret River in eastern Ohio, hasn't beWTI would comply with any material that is ruled confi- gun commercial operations. It is
dential, she said. Material that the target of a federal court suit
a federal requirement
doesnt qualify as a trade secret challenging its regulatory perthat it annually provide could
mits.
be reviewed by anyone.
a general list of the
"We don't make that desaid WTI's refusal
materials its handles but termination until somebody asks to Sederstrom
release the cargo lists was abfor the information," Madigan
wants the Ohio EPA to said.
surd because much of the inforJeff Zelik, manager, said WTI mation will be available in annual
keep detailed manifests
would comply with a federal re- reports that must be submitted to
confidential.
quirement that it annually pro- the U.S. EPA.
In addition, he said WTI has
vide a general list of the materials Its handles but wants the Ohio publicly identified its biggest
The Associated Press

A crowd gathered Wednesday night in the BA building to hear
an esteemed economics professor of the University speak under
the pretense that it was to be the last lecture of his life Nell
Browne devoted his "last lecture," sponsored by Alpha Lamda
Delta, to his thoughts on the struggle between learning and entertainment; can they be pursued at the same time? He explained to the crowd that this struggle could be compared to how
people feel about candy and carrots.
"What does lt mean, for example, to note that candy has a
different impact on our body than carrots," Browne asked.
"When I think of carrots I don't get very excited. I dont have to
force myself to like candy."
Browne said our natural instinct is to pass up learning to be
entertained instead.
"Entertainment is a stumbling block to learning." Browne
said. "Learning need not be grim, but we have to be careful. If
you're watching a Steven Selgal movie you cannot be thinking of
an Ibsen novel at the same time."
Browne expressed we should not be satisfied with what we
know, but instead address the conflict between learning and education. He suggested four strategies to help settle the conflict
He first suggested focusing on long-run rather then short-run
considerations in life.
"Carrots have a better long impact then candy." Browne said.
The second strategy Browne urged was that we consider ethSee Lecture, page four.

'»

The incinerator, along
the Ohio River in
eastern Ohio, hasn't
begun commercial
operations. It is the
target of a federal court
suit challenging its
regulatory permits.

shippers of materials.
Zelik said he was concerned
that release of the shipping records would allow competitors to
use data in analyses done by WTI
and sent to the state to determine
the chemical processes shippers
use.
Anne Rowan, spokeswoman for
the Chicago regional office of the
U.S. EPA. said trade secret confidentiality was a matter for the
state agency to resolve.
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McGeein loss
is big mistake
In Bowling Green, partisan politics is the last
thing voters need.
Judging by Monday night's vote against reappointing former Third Ward Councilman Robert
McGeein, voters* needs don't always come first with
City Council.
McGeein, a Republican, resigned from council two
weeks ago so he would be eligible to claim his retirement benefits when he left his job as assistant
vice president of capital planning at the University.
He planned to return this week, but the four majority
council members, Democrats, voted no when he petitioned to regain his seat.
This couldn't have happened at a worse time.
McGeein's financial expertise is needed for the
annual city budget hearings which are continuing
through this week. And worst of all, no representative of Ward Three has been or will be present at
these hearings, which determine where the city's tax
dollars will be distributed this year.
Also, McGeein was one of the main architects of
the proposed fire and police income tax levy, and
could have best promoted it before it comes up on the
ballot in May. It's not easy to convince voters to give
up extra money - and rejecting the person who is
most knowledgeable about the issue doesn't help the
cause.
Members who voted against McGeein's return said
they did so because McGeein was planning to move
out of his ward in June and they wanted someone
who could finish out the term. In fact, they cited a
quote from the city charter, stating that an appointed
member "shall hold office for the balance of the
unexpired term" as proof they had to find someone
who would not resign. However, the charter could
also mean that the councilperson has the right to
hold office for the remainder of the term.
Either way, it is a feeble excuse. Why is it better to
replace McGeein now ~ when so many important issues are at hand - than in June, when things are
more settled and a new member can better adapt?
And if voting McGeein out in an effort to bring another member of the Democratic party into council
is the ulterior motive, it wasn't very well thought out.
Admittedly, McGeein, a redistricting opponent, is
not exactly a champion of student rights. But then
again, he was not elected by a predominantly student
ward - he was elected by the voters of Ward Three.
And now four people, elected to serve the public,
have put their concerns above the good of Ward
Three and the good of Bowling Green.
Hopefully, if a situation like this occurs again,
members of our City Council won't put party needs
above the public's needs.
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Somali an effort scrutinized
Several weeks ago, I wrote a column in
which I proposed that there were hidden
reasons underlying our government's "intervention" in Somalia. As you might recall,
I dismissed the "humanitarian" motive as
mere packaging for mass consumption - a
tactic employed by our leaders to gain popular support for deploying troops to Africa.
I attributed one of the reasons for the
intervention to psychology. By that, I meant
U.S. leaders conceptualize the world in a
way that does not reflect recent changes in
world politics. To be more specific, our
government was convinced the Soviet Union
posed a threat to U.S. interests around the
globe.
It was thought that the most appropriate
response to this so-called threat was to deploy U.S. armed forces strategically cated nearly two-thirds of his country to
throughout the world. However, the collapse four U.S. oil companies in the form of oil exof our superpower rival, the Soviet Union, ploration concessions.
has not caused our government's actions to
These concessions, which give the comchange appreciably. Instead of adjusting to panies rights to profits from oil they disnew global political realities, U.S. leaders cover, are valuable because industry exare still deploying troops at every available perts are certain that oil will be discovered
opportunity. Somalia is only the latest example.
The second motive I attributed to the ten- "And given George Bush's
dency of the military and defense contractors to perpetuate their position, profits and intimate connections to Texas
power. These two groups are really no and Middle East oil, I guess if s
different from any other organization in
that, once in business, Uiey desire to remain not too surprising that the U.S.
in business.
government and a major oil
Thus, the military and its weapon systems
company
would be so
designers have a tremendous incentive to
'neighborly.'"
discover and respond to "enemies" or "trouble spots" around the globe. This is the
means by which these organizations convince us they are still needed and should
continue to be financed by ever larger sums either in Somalia or off its coast. The beneficiaries of the concessions were corporations
of our tax dollars.
Though I believed my analysis was pretty whose names have an all-too-familiar ring:
much on target at the time, recently, infor- Conoco, Amaco, Chevron and Phillips. Of
mation has come to light which invalidates course, Barre received millions in return for
my reasons but supports my idea that there awarding the potentially lucrative conceswas indeed a deeper motive at work when sions - money that surely never made it into
the Somalian treasury.
the Marines landed at the Somalian capitoL
The missing piece to the puzzle of Somalia
There Is one slight problem, however. It
surfaced in a story carried in the Jan. 23 edi- seems the oil companies are unable to capitalize on their valuable investments as long
tion of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The story revealed how the former pro- as clan violence continues to disrupt Somali
US. dictator of Somalia, Siad Barre, allo- society. That's not too surprising. As any
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business person knows, steady profits from
investments normally require a stable social
and political environment.
Enter the United States Marine Corps.

The Marines, however, were not the first
Americans to "occupy" the Somalian capitol.
Interestingly, Conoco's corporate officials in
Mogadishu were kind enough to rent their
corporate compound to one of George Bush's
emissaries, so there would be a makeshift
U.S. embassy when the Marines arrived.
Pretty thoughtful, eh?
A spokesperson for Conoco claimed the oil
giant was merely being a "good corporate
citizen and neighbor" by renting its compound to the government. Given George
Bush's intimate connections to Texas and
Middle East oil, I guess it's not too surprising the U.S. government and a major oil
company would be so "neighborly.''
Though I have gradually come to realize
our government and multi-national corporations have almost identical interests (both
profit handsomely by keeping us bewildered), I never thought our government
would go so far as to mask Its true intentions
of safeguarding corporate oil investments
and profits behind an appeal to humanitarian
aid.
Then again. Hitler claimed the bigger the
lie, the more people will believe it. He was
probably right.
Perhaps I'm just naive. After all, wasn't
one of the principle rationales for the Gulf
war making the Middle East "safe for
democracy?" In that particular case, when
the smoke cleared, the entire world could
see that neither democracy, nor anything
even remotely resembling it, had ever
existed in that region. Nor Is It likely that
will change. So It's not as if we haven't been
lied to before.
As I.F. Stone, the renowned iconoclast, put
it: "Every government is run by liars and
nothing they say should be believed." He,
too, was probably right.
John Bernard's column appears every
Thursday in The News.

Escort service not approved
To the Editor:
The proposal for the "Just For
You Escort Service" has not been
approved by the administration
despite the Impression which
may have been created in a meeting on Friday, Jan. 29.
Before a decision can be made
on a proposal dealing with any
subject. It must be submitted to
the Office of Student Affairs in
writing so that it can be reviewed
for potential legal policy conflicts.
I realize that in the case m
hand, the opinion that a written
proposal was unnecessary was
given at the meeting; however,
the request for an escort service
must be reviewed and all questions must be settled before a decision about approval or disapproval can be made.
The University wants to do

everything possible to insure the
safety of all students and will
give serious consideration to
proposals which have this effect
In addition, I am deeply concerned about how the Friday
meeting was conducted. Any
meeting in which those who wish
to speak are silenced and treated
with disrespect is not conducive
to the reasoned discussion
needed to reach decisions that
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The University is more than
are going to affect the BGSU
willing to discuss Issues related
student body.
That is not the way to conduct to the escort service with any inbusiness, especially at a higher terested parties. However, any
education institution that pro- future meetings will be arranged
motes inter-racial understanding by the Office of Student Affairs
and diversity. Intimidation and under conditions which will
bullying are inconsistent with make intimidation and suppresfreedom of speech and an aware- sion of free speech impossible.
Bob G. Arrow-smith
ness of human dignity, and conduct of this sort will not be reInterim Vice President
Student Affairs
warded on this campus.
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USG and graduate senate
ready for spring elections
byJenl Bond
student government reporter
Undergraduate Student
Goverment and Graduate Student Senate are gearing up for
spring elections.
USG election applications will
be available Monday, Feb. 8 for
12 at-large senate seats and the
office of president and vicepresident. Applications are due
Feb. 12 at 405 Student Services.
Campaigning officially begins
Feb. 15, and the election will take
place March 9 and 10. Tentatively, voting will be in the University Union and Jerome Library-

Celebrating With a Portait

In addition to the traditional GSS elections are different from
seats on the ballot, USG Presi- USG because they use a parliadent Jason Jackson said there mentary procedure.
may be a referendum asking students whether or not they would
Anyone is permitted to run for
be willing to fund the Ohio Stu- the offices and no application
dent Association through their process exists. Candidates have
general fee.
to inform the recording secre"The general fee funding tary that they plan to run for ofwould help OSA run independent- fice.
ly and give them more resources," he said. "After a reGSS Vice President David Vailferendum, we still would have to lancourt said GSS has always
talk to the University to see if conducted elections using the
they would help us collect it."
parliamentary procedure.
Graduate Student Senate will
"It is all very laid back," he
have elections March 5 for the
offices of president, vice- said. "Last year almost all of us
president, secretary, treasurer were unopposed, but this year
and two at-large senate seats. there seems to be more interest."

Group's aim is education
byJamlR.Norvlel
student organization reporter
Some people may think the
earth is a never-ending, neverdiminishing home which requires little care and little consideration. But members of the
University chapter of the Student Environmental Action Coalition believe much differently.
The SEAC is a nationwide organization dedicated to building
power among students concerning environmental issues. SEAC
was founded in 1988 by two students from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
who placed an ad in GreenPeace
Magazine. The ad brought in over
200 responses.
The chapter at the University
began sometime in 1991 but did
not become an official group until last month.
The goal of the group is for
members to become involved and
stand up for issues they believe
in, said member Jeff Brown, a
senior technical communication
major.
"Everyone has a voice," he
said. "Anyone who would come to

The group was involved in several environmental
concerns, like rallying against British Petroleum,
which is Ohio's largest polluter, and protesting
WTI ~ the toxic waste incinerator in East
Liverpool, Ohio.

a meeting would have as equal a
voice as anyone else."
The group was involved in
several environmental concerns,
like rallying against British Petroleum, which is Ohio's largest
polluter, and protesting WTI the toxic waste incinerator in
East Liverpool, Ohio.
Brown said they connected the
group's name with the protest
and rally to get people to take action. He added he is pushing
these issues out of urgency because something must be done
now to save the earth.
SEAC member Kelly Golightley said SEAC's "grassroots" setup is an important aspect of the
organization because it doesn't
matter what beliefs each individual possesses. Golightley

added once the member expresses his or her beliefs, they become part of SEAC's collective
idealism.
"We all have a common goal to open eyes for social reform
and to desperately try to save our
planet," Golightley said.
Group member Laura Cromly
said the power of SEAC comes
from the small groups, not the
national organization.
Cromly, a sophomore, said she
hopes that by the time she leaves
the University she will have
gained a better understanding of
how strong individuals can be
when working toward a goal especially an environmental
goal.

The BG Ncwi/rtm Nmu
Acting as Billy Holiday, Vida Posey practices In the Amanl room for the upcoming production of
"Black Anthology: Portrait of a People." The show, which Is In celebration of Black History Month,
will be performed in Kobacker Hall Saturday at 8 p.m.

920 €. WOOSTCR
STR€€T
Across the street from campus
Large two bedroom apartments
Furnished
Laundry facilities
Free heat, water, gas, and sewer
9 and 12 month leases available
Private parking lot.
Extra storage for tenant use
Outside deck
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1st Visit FREE

Ad Correction

Rentals

328 S* MAIN
OUR ONLY
OFFICE

352-5620

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500
Deadline: March 1,1993

The deadline for
the Hollis A. Moore
Scholarship is Thursday,
March 4,1993.

banning

with purchase of
Student Discount Package

7 visits $30.00*
1

UAO UAOUAO UAO UAO

valid with student I.D.*
26611 Dixie Hwy 872-BTAN
Go stiaisht up Rt 25 to Churchills Plaza

UAO

UAO
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UAO
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Qgfi®'S CAMPUS QLMjj COMMITTEE
PROUDLY EMBBOBU
A MONTHLONG TRIBUTE TO ONE OF HOLLYWOOD'S FUNNIEST
LADIES

ROSALIND RUSSELL
COME ENJOY THE FOLLOWING CLASSICS:

The Frazier Reams Pubic Aflairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established In 1973 In
recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member
of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue careers In pubic affairs
(speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service, public health,
community service, law or some other pubic affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum
Q.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no
sooner than May 1994. Each fellow will receive $1,500. The selections of fellows will be based on an
Initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all suppport materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted
to the the University Relations Office, Miteti Alumni Center By Monday. March 1,1993.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileli Alumni Center.
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After a brisk morning jog, enjoy reading the BG NEWS

AUNTIE MAME
FEBRUARY4 AT9PM
(SPECIAL 35MM PRESENTATION)

ROSIEI
FEBRUARY 18 AT 7PM

CRAICS WIFE
FEBRUARY 11 AT 7PM
(FROM FEMALE DIRECTOR DOROTHY ARZNER)
ROUCHLY SPEAKING
FEBRUARY II AT9PM
(FROM THE DIRECTOR OF CASABLANCA)

MY SISTER EILEEN
FEBRUARY 18AT9PM
(WITH A CAMEO BY THE THREE STOOGES!)
PICINIC
FEBRUARY 25 AT9PM
(SPECIAL WIDESCREEN PRESENTATION)

ALL FILMS A UK SHOWN IN THE GISII FILM THEATER,
FIRST FLOOR IIA AW A HALL.

ADMISSION IS FREE!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
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Fire Division
faces severe
cuts in staff
by Chris Hawley
local government reporter

The Bowling Green Fire Division is the most understaffed fire
department in the state and could
face even more severe staffing
crunches in the future. Chief
Joseph Burns told city council
members Wednesday.
Speaking during city budget
hearings, Bums said the State
Employees Relations Board has
determined there is one city firefighter for every 1,483 Bowling
Green residents, about twice the
ratio in other Northwest Ohio cities.
Overtime incurred because
firefighters are understaffed on
most shifts totaled more than
$100,000 in 1992. Burns said he is
attempting to cut that amount in
half by reducing the number of
personnel who will respond to
fires from five to four.
"Sometimes we get criticized
for our performance, and sometimes this is just related to what
kind of staffing we have," Burns
told council members.
He said since city firefighters
do double duty as emergency
medical technicians, ambulance
calls make up most of the divi-

sion's workload. He added he expects the number of ambulance
calls to increase because people
are becoming more likely to call
an ambulance when they are injured.
No staff increases are planned
for the division unless voters approve a proposed .0888 percent
income tax levy in May. Even if
the levy is approved, a lag in collecting the money may delay any
staff increases until late 1994,
Bums said.
The proposed levy would add
eight more firefighters to the division's 20-member staff. Burns
said he estimates the hiring of
only two extra personnel would
save the city $80,000 in overtime
costs.
The fire division's proposed
1993 budget of $1,416,987 is up
only $43,000 over last year's estimate. The ambulance service
requested its budget be raised
from $77370 to $161,036 in 1993
but instead received a $1,200 reduction in the administration's
proposals.
Burns said despite the understaffing, he would like to continue using the firefighters as amSee Budget, page six.

IN BRIEF...
Republican Stuart Stearns, a
33-year resident of Bowling
Green, announced his candidacy
for Fourth Ward councilman.
Stearns, a 57-year-old retired
teacher for the Bowling Green
City Schools, said although he
has never run for public office

Call tracing offered to students
New system allows for simplified prosecution of pranksters
by Melanle L. Kra|ewski
police reporter

On-campus students beselged
with harassing phone calls can
now get their revenge with the
help of a new system offered by
Computer Services,
The system consists of getting
a "tracer" on the phone, which

provides authorities with a list of
According to Barbara Waddell,
phone numbers of people who public information officer of the
have called the victim each day.
Department of Public Safety,
telephone harassment is a seri"People will get caught for ous, and very prevelaot, occurmaking obscene and harassing rence.
phone calls," Director and Assis"Harassing phone calls are the
tant Vice President of Computer second most reported on-campus
Services Richard L. Conrad said. crime at [the University]." she
"We Just had two pranksters said. "Students dont take it that
prosecuted in December."
seriously, but it is a matter in

Police not being prosecuted
by Rich Harm
The Associated Press

"I know there will be people who disagree with
this outcome. I want to ask all of you, and I would
pray for all of you, to recognize that we are still a
community of law and due process and that we
would only defame all that we have built as a
community by doing violence to our own
community."
Mayor Michael R. White,

0£VELAND - Oty officials
said Wednesday they wouldn't
press charges against two white
police officers who arrested a
black man who later died in custody.
Mayor Michael R. White, city
Law Director Danny Williams
and city Prosecutor Barbara
Danforth said a three-week investigation into the death of MiDanforth said she decides
chael Pipkins didn't uncover eviwhether to proceed with most
dence of criminal activity.
cases solely on the basis of witPipkins, 23, died after his nesses' statements.
arrest on Dec. 28. during which a
police officer placed pressure on
"In this case, however, I wanthis neck in an attempt to restrain ed to go one step beyond that - to
him. Cuyahoga County Coroner ratchet up the level of inElizabeth Balraj ruled Pipkins vestigation to the level of trial
died as a result of cervical com- sufficiency," she said.
pression, which cut off the flow
She and Williams said the
of blood and oxygen to his brain.
Balraj said an autopsy showed White administration asked only
traces of alcohol and drugs, in- for Justice for everyone concluding PCP, in Pipkins' body.
cerned.

before, his teaching experience
enables him to work well with
people.
"I just want to work in the
Danforth said a team of law"The only charge we had was
city," he said. "I'd like to see new yers reviewed the case in detail, to come up with an appropriate
business come to town... it would interviewed witnesses and police result," Williams said. "Had we
add some money from outside officers and received unusual received any charge beyond that,
the city."
outside assistance from medical I would have felt it incumbent
and legal experts.
upon me to resign."

Perm Sale

which the prankster can be prosecuted."
Waddell said the amount of
telephone harassment complaints has decreased since the
computer system has been implemented. However, she added
the best system students can use
is to report telephone harassment the first time it happens to
put a quick end to the problem.

Pipkins' stepfather. Jack Blair,
told WJW-TV the family was disappointed by the ruling. It means
"the police can kill anyone any
time they want," Blair said.
The family's attorney, John W.
Martin, declined comment on the
decision. Blair couldn't immediately be reached for additional
comment. The family's telephone
number is unlisted.
The case had outraged some
members of the community who
felt Pipkins might have been
treated unfairly.
,
Omar All Bey, a community activist, said several issues in the
case need to be resolved.
"Many questions can't be answered in the media and have to
be answered in a court of law,"
he said.

Bob Beck, president of the
Cleveland Police Patrolmen's Association, told WEWS-TV he was
sympathetic with the grief of
Pipkins' relatives but had expected the officers to be exonerated.
"Their actions have been vindicated here by this ruling," he
said.
White appealed for calm. He
said he expected the first 72
hours after the announcement to
be a critical period.
He said employees of essential
city services would be on heightened alert and that he and City
Council members would be patrolling neighborhoods to avert
potential disturbances.
"I want to say to the members
of this community - every single
citizen - that we have endeavored to do what is right and we
have endeavored to do what is
Just," White said.
"I know there will be people
who disagree with this outcome,"
he said. "I want to ask all of you,
and I would pray for all of you, to
recognize that we are still a
community of law and due process and that we would only defame all that we have built as a
community by doing violence to
our own community."

Lecture
Continued from page one.

ics. He explained that by choos- one or two less books laughing at
ing learning over entertainment us."
we can help one another.
As his final strategy Brown
His third strategy was to rec- suggested setting aside desigognize how limited our own nated time for entertainment. By
doing this the tension between
knowledge is.
"Just what do you know com- entertainment and learning can
pared to what there is to know," be more easily recognized.
Browne asked. "We should try to
"Entertainment, like candy,
reach a position where there Is tastes good but is brief," Browne
UAO UAO
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said. "Be on the good guys side, lish education major said. "I realthe learning side."
ly respect him and what he has to
say. I can understand the fact
One student commented on that he's disatisfied with his
Browne's last lecture.
mind...but he's made more of an
"I thought it was really great," effort then most people to imHeather Beattey, a senior Eng- prove it."

CLARIFICATIONS

In the Feb. 3 issue of The News
In the page four article, "Health
center to offer HIV tests," It indicated that testing would be
T available two days a week. It is
j available only two days total.

UAO UAO

WEEKEND FILMS

In the Feb. 2 issue of The News,
the application deadline for Third
Ward residents wishing to be appointed to council was incorrectly reported as Feb. 20. The correct date is Feb. 10.
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Transition difficult for gays
Homosexuals lose their military jobs while Congress debates
by Nancy Costello
The Associated Press
SEATTLE (AP) -- Seaman
Frederick Seltzer Jr. expects to
lose his pay check, benefits and a
place to sleep and eat while he
waits for Congress and the Defense Department to decide his
future as a gay sailor.
President Clinton's move to
temporarily suspend the ban on
homosexuals in the military is
well-intentioned but still poses
hardship on gays trying to stay in
uniform, activists say.
"I have a feeling I'm going to
be cheated," said Seltzer, 21, a
Journalist seaman apprentice at
the Naval Submarine Base
Bangor, 20 miles west of Seattle.
Seltzer was recommended for
discharge by a military board in
December and expects to be
placed on standby reserve later
this month.

Group
decrys
movie
The Associated Press
DAYTON (AP) - The public must become better
educated about homosexuals before more people see
a video that portrays gays
as sex-starved people, the
leader of a gay political
group said.
Jerry Bunge, chairman of
the statewide group OutVoice, showed "The Gay
Agenda" to about 58 people
during a meeting Tuesday.
The video was produced
last year by The Report, a
conservative group that
opposes gay-rights legislation. Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-North Carolina, has cited
the video in the Senate as an
example of why homosexuals should be banned from
the military.
"You and I know they
don't represent most of us,"
Bunge said. "But it's hard
to convince people who
don't know any better."
Bunge told the audience
to help educate the public.
"If the lies about us get
out before the truth about
us does, people will believe
the lies," he said of the
video.
The Dayton meeting was
Bunge's first stop in •
statewide tour. The tour
was prompted by a report
that the Ohio Pro-Famlly
Forum of Columbus met in
January to discuss enacting
a law similar to the Colorado anti-gay rights law. No
such legislation has been
introduced in Ohio.

On Friday, Clinton temporarily
suspended the formal ban on
gays and said new recruits would
no longer be asked about their
sexual orientation. He also
ordered the Defense Department
to produce a draft executive order by July IS that would formally end the ban.
In a compromise with opponents, Clinton agreed to have
discharge proceedings continue
for service members who have
acknowledged that they're homosexual. But final discharges
would be suspended until a decision is made on the ban's status.
Those on active duty processed
for discharge would be placed on
standby reserve, while reservists
would be moved to inactive duty.
Both would lose all pay, medical
and dental benefits, and meal and
housing privileges.
"This puts a lot of people on
uneasy ground," Seltzer said.

If the ban is overturned in July,
gay service members may ask to
return to their old jobs.
Mark Philips, 22, a machinist
mate formerly on the USS Nimltz
aircraft carrier, says going back
to the Navy would be difficult.
His administrative discharge
hearing is scheduled for Feb. 10.
"I would have to get a job, possibly relocate. ... I can't put my
life on hold for months. I'm assuming this is going to be the end
of my military career," he said.
"I think that's what General
(Colin) Powell wants. He hopes
we will go away and we won't
comeback."
Powell, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, opposes lifting
the ban.
But Lt. Zoe Dunning says she
won't give up her 12 years in the
Navy without a fight. Dunning,
29, graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1985 and served
six years on active duty before

transferring to the reserves.
Based at Naval Air Station
Alameda near San Francisco, she
returned to active duty during
the Persian Gulf War. She announced she was a lesbian at a
January rally protesting the ban.
"It was a matter of personal integrity - I didn't want to live the
lie anymore," Dunning said.
The Navy has told Dunning, a
graduate student at Stanford
University's school of business,
that she will be processed for
discharge. If placed on inactive
duty, she will lose all medical
benefits and $380 in monthly pay.
"It's significant considering
I'm a full-time student and have
no income," Dunning said. "I
don't think they've realized how
many lives they have affected by
making this compromise."
Since the late 1980s, an average of 1,150 people a year have
been discharged for being homosexual.

Philippine volcano errupts
Officials say farmers ignored evacuation warnings
The Associated Press

warning and lived in more than tan, presidential Press Secretary
20 villages in the danger zone.
Rod Reyes said in Manila.
LEGAZPI, Philippines - A volAsh darkened the sky in this
Three foreign tourists - two
cano erupted without warning port of more than 1 million peo- Germans and one Israeli - were
Tuesday, sending a plume of gri- ple, about 10 miles southeast of hiking about 500 yards from the
tty ash three miles high and tons
of boulders down onto farmers
who ignored orders years ago to "All of a sudden we felt tremors, and I saw
move to safer land.
At least 19 people were con- columns of gray ash."
firmed dead and at least 35 peoElmer Arnaldo, Filipino guide
ple were missing in villages scattered on the slopes of the
8,077-foot Mayon volcano, said the volcano, and officials were crater when the eruption began
Ricardo Dee, assistant director forced to turn off all electricity but scrambled to safety, their Fiof the regional Office of Civil De- in the area when debris severed lipino guide, Elmer Arnaldo, said.
10 major power lines.
fense.
"All of a sudden we felt treMost of the missing were beDrivers had to turn on vehicle
lieved to be farmers trapped in headlights to get around. "It was mors, and I saw columns of gray
their fields as mud and boulders dark as if it was the end of the ash," Arnaldo said.
In Manila, the Philippine Instiroared down the slopes.
world," said Gremil Naz.
Thousands of people fled the
Ash fell as far as 25 miles from tute of Volcanology and Seismoarea in cars, trucks, ox carts, or the volcano, 200 miles south of logy said the eruption appeared
on foot after the volcano erupted Manila. Several inches of gray far weaker than the June 1991
at 1:10 p.m. A second eruption ash blanketed highways and eruption of Mount Pinatubo, 60
followed about 2 hours later.
roads in the impoverished agri- miles north of Manila.
Pinatubo's eruption, one of the
cultural area Leaves of coconut
After a 1984 eruption spewed trees and banana plants drooped most powerful this century,
killed more than 700 people,
ash 12 miles high, the country's with grit.
altered weather patterns worldvolcanology Institute banned
Rivers of mud flowing down wide and forced the U.S. Air
villages within six miles of the
volcano. But local officials esti- the volcano threatened the towns Force to close Clark Air Base
mated 80,000 people ignored the of Camalig, Daraga and Guinoba- near the slopes.
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ousted as president of the
U.S. Olympic Committee in a
1991 financial scandal, as saying the Nobel Prize was a frequent topic in IOC executive
committee meetings, and a
campaign had been discussed.
The thought of professional
peace prize marketing caused
Nobel Awards Committee
member Ilanna Kvanmo to
break down in laughter, Arbeiderbladet reported.
"That's completely ridiculous," she said about the notion. "It's only to be laughed
at."
The report drew widespread attention in Norway,
where Geir Lundestad, secretary of the five-member
Nobel Awards Committee,
said, "We haven't noticed any
campaign."
Lundestad said the Nobel
committee faces letterwriting can>i>aigns, lobbying
attempts and other pressures
ever year, but ignores attempts to sway its decision.
"We have seen many forms
of lobbying. But If the reports
are correct, this would be
something new," he said. "Often lobbying has worked
against its purpose."
Davis said Grey's job was
to promote information about
the Olympic movement and
its Ideals.

OSLO, Norway (AP) - A report that the International
Olympic Committee hired a
top public relations company
to help lt win the 1994 Nobel
Peace Prize stunned Norwegians on Wednesday.
The Oslo newspaper Arbeiderbladet reported IOC
President Juan Antonio Samaranch made a campaign
for the world's most coveted
prize a key part of a 1991
Olympic sponsorship agreement with New York-based
Grey Advertising.
The 1994 prize coincides
with the modern Olympic
movement's centennial, and
will be awarded during the
year that Norway hosts the
Winter Olympics in Lillehammer.
Jonathan Davis, Grey's executive vice president for
Europe, denied there was any
Nobel Peace Prize campaign.
"It is news to me," he said
by telephone from Lausanne,
Switzerland.
Arbeiderbladet said IOC
spokeswoman Michele Verdier, as well Grey's partners
in Norway and a former IOC
board member, had all confirmed a campaign was
planned for the 1994 Nobel
Peace Prize.
When contacted in Switzerland, Verdier said Grey was
promoting the Olympics, but
"as for the rest, it's pure speculation."
The newspaper quoted
Robert Helmlck, who was

"The pursuit of peace is in
the (IOC) charter," said
Davis. He said his company
would never have agreed to
direct a campaign for the
peace prize.
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Taft Room- 3rd Floor, Union
Contact Sue Young, 372-2451 for more info.

by Doug Mellgren
The Associated Press
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Play in a tournament on Feb. 9th. It's at the OffCampus Student Center from 6:00 p.m. till 9:00
p.m. The tournament is FREE! Sign up in
the (Sifi© office, 330 Union, from Jan. 27th
through Feb. 8th. For first place, win $200 and
go to Regionals at Kent State. Second place
winners get $100. Sign up NOW!
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Norway shocked
by IOC's reported
run at peace prize
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Somalia to see more forces
Largest U.N. peacekeeping force in history being planned
by Reld G. Miller
The Associated Press

"If one were to venture a guess, I think the
tendency is toward giving it an enforcement
mandate, rather than the traditional peacekeeping
mandate/'
Ismat Kittani, Iraqi diplomat

MOGADISHU, Somalia - The
biggest U.N. peacekeeping force
ever, with a mandate to impose
order rather than just maintain
it, may replace the U.S.-led military coalition in Somalia, the
The Americans and allied
world body's special envoy said
troops have restored some order
Wednesday.
in Mogadishu and other parts of
Ismat Kittani, an Iraqi diplo- southern Somalia since Dec. 9
mat, said the situation required a and relief aid is moving again.
stronger approach than the usual But the country still swarms with
passive role of only separating gunmen and rival clan militias
continue to clash.
combatants.
Meeting with reporters, KitBattles between two warlords
tani said he did not know when
the Security Council would reach outside the southern port of Kisan agreement on authorizing a mayu derailed another round of
. peacekeeping force for this East peace talks among Somali clan
African nation that has been ra- leaders that were to have begun
Monday In Mogadishu. U.N. offivaged by war and famine.
cials said Wednesday a Belgian
The peacekeeping mission army patrol found the bodies of
would replace a U.S.-led military IS Somalis massacred during the
force of about 38,000 personnel, righting in the south.
allowing the United States to
Kittani said a consensus was
withdraw some 20,000 service- building within the United Namen and women.
tions to make the Somali

peacekeeping force "very, very
large and perhaps the largest" in
U.N. history.
He said the force could number
up to 20,000, which would be
about 3,000 more than the United
Nations has in Cambodia, its
largest operation to date. "If one
were to venture a guess, I think
the tendency is toward giving it
an enforcement mandate, rather
than the traditional peacekeeping mandate," Kittani said.
U.N. peacekeepers normally
are not allowed to shoot unless
shot at first and they do not try to
impose cease-fires or confiscate
arms.
The U.S. coalition has been
operating under rules that allow
soldiers to shoot first if they consider themselves threatened. The

force also has confiscated
weapons, and American and Belgian troops attacked a Somali
warlord's militia to prevent an
attack on another faction.
Kittani said a U.N. force might
need stronger powers so "we do
not relapse to the chaotic situation" that gripped Somalia for
two years. An estimated 350,000
Somalis died last year from war,
famine and banditry.
The United States has 24,292
military personnel in Somalia
and its 23 coalition partners have
13,713. Kittani said the United
States would likely keep about
4,000 support personnel here to
back up the U.N. peacekeeping
force.
Despite citing the need for a
strong military presence, Kittani
said outsiders will not be able to
put Somalia back together.
The meeting was to have begun
Monday, but deadlocked immediately when a faction led by
Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid
boycotted the talks because of alleged cease-fire violations by a
rival warlord.

FBI investigation criticized
by John NoUn

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The FBI's
probe of Southern State Community College and other two-year
schools is unnecessary because
Ohio previously investigated the
allegations, a prosecutor said
Wednesday.
"It seems to be a waste of resources," said Rocky Coss, the
Highland County prosecutor who
conducted Ohio's probe with the
State Highway Patrol.
Coss said the FBI declined to
look at the state's findings.
"They wanted to come in and
take over and have total control.
We said no, you'll have to work
with us and get the records when
the (state) auditor was through
with them," he said.

"They took offense at the fact
that we were going to do our own
thing. They've never given me a
reason why they wouldn't cooperate with us."
FBI spokesman Ed Boldt declined comment Wednesday.
But John DiPuccio, an assistant
U.S. attorney who began working
with a federal grand jury
Wednesday to review the FBI's
findings, responded: "The only
thing I can say is there's a criminal investigation. We obviously
think there's a chance of some
federal violations. That's why
we're into it
"There obviously have been
some hard feelings between the
FBI and the prosecutor up there.
... It has nothing to do with our
investigation," DiPuccio said.
HiUsboro-based Southern State

is part of the Ohio Technical and
Community College Association,
the lobbying organization for
two-year colleges.
State authorities charged the
OTCCA, its former director and
four current or former two-year
college presidents with making
illegal campaign contributions.
The defendants face trial May 18
in Columbus.
Lewis C. Miller, who retired in
1988 after 13 years as president
of Southern State, also was
charged with allegedly making illegal campaign contributions and
entered a diversion program to
obtain dismissal of the charges.
Miller was due to testify
Wednesday before the grand
jury, said his lawyer, Thomas
Rosenberg. He said Miller expected to be asked about his at-

P€TS
W€lCOM€D!
Yes, at some locations we do rent to tenants
with pets.

tempt to sell 7 Caves property he
owned to the state and how
Southern State handled federal
grants.
Investigators examined an undated memo on Miller's stationary concerning the proposed $1.7
million sale. The memo listed
$5,000 shares of the proceeds intended for Ohio House Speaker
Vern Riffe. DWheelersburg. and
Senate President Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, and $10,000
each for the Ohio Republican and
Democratic parties.
The Senate in 1987 approved
the sale, but the money was
deleted from the budget bill.
Aronoff, Riffe and Miller said
they knew nothing about the
memo. State investigators decided last year they could not determine whether the memo was
authentic.

BUCKLE UP!

Product dumping
suit filed against
U.S. corporation
by Nick Ludlngton
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - It
looks like a trade world
turned upside down: The
Commerce Department rules
that an American company
unfairly dumped electric
typewriters in the United
States, injuring a Japanese
company.
Outrageous? Not really In a
world of multinational companies.
The Japanese company is
Brother USA a subsidiary of
Brother Industries of Nagoya, Japan. But it makes all
the electric typewriters it
sells in the United States at a
plant employing 600 Americans in Bartlett, Tenn.
The American company is
Smith Corona of New Canaan,
Conn. Asked about the irony
of being sued by the Japanese
for dumping in the United
States, company spokeswoman Patricia Cornell said,
"Several people have pointed
that out." But Smith Corona
imports most of the typewriters it sells here from a
wholly-owned subsidiary in
Singapore. And Cornell said
the company is closing Its
only U.S. typewriter-making
plant, in Cortland, N.Y., laying off 775 Americans and
moving the operation to Mexico.
To add to the multinational
mix, nearly half of Smith
Corona - 47.6 percent - is
owned by a British conglomerate, Hanson PLC
The ruling this week, in a
case dating from the Bush
administration, should not
surprise the new Democratic
leaders. Robert Reich, secretary of labor and close economic adviser to President
Clinton, wrote in the latest issue of the Harvard Business
School Magazine:
"In the global enterprise
the bonds between company
and country ... are rapidly
eroding. Today corporate decisions about production and
location are driven by the dictates of global competition.

In its preliminary ruling
Monday, Commerce said portable electric typewriters
produced by Smith Corona

In its preliminary
ruling Monday, [the
Department of]
Commerce said
portable electric
typewriters produced
by Smith Corona PTE
Ltd. of Singapore
''are being, or are
likely to be, sold in
the United States at
less than fair value."

PTE Ltd. of Singapore "are
being, or are likely to be, sold
in the United States at less
than fair value."
Customs officials now will
require a cash deposit equivalent to a 16 percent antidumping duty on Smith Corona's
imported typewriters.
If a final ruling, due by the
end of May, determines that
the imports materially injure
or threaten U.S. producers —
in this case mainly Brother
USA - the deposits will be
kept by the government and
the duty continued.
Commerce estimates the
value of the imported typewriters in 1992 was $823 million. So the dumping penalty
could be as much as $13.2 million a year.

Budget-
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Locations:
• 115 Blackford, Portage (2 bedroom house)
• 142 Buttonwood (1 bedroom house)
• 203 S. Church (2 bedroom duplex)
• 228 S. College (1 and 2 bedroom
apartments)
• These just name a few. Stop in for our
complete list.

not by national allegiance."
Pat Gilmore, president of
Brother International, the
Japanese company's marketing arm in the United States,
said the Commerce Department ruling "is a clear statement of Brother's role as the
leading U.S. portable electric
typewriter manufacturer."
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352-5620
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Continued from page four,
bulance personnel instead of contracting a private business to do
the work. He said he believes the
firefighters provide better service than private workers.
City Administrator Colleen
Smith said the members of a citizens' committee had agreed
when they proposed the income
tax levy in a 1991 study.
"They really did not want the
ambulance service provided by
anyone other than the [firefighters]," Smith said.
Burns said the ambulance service will not raise its $90 charge
to patients.
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Call Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs 372-8181.
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Women trip Chips, extend streak
Falcons end first half of MAC season 8-1 Andrea Nordmann hits for 1,000th point
combined with, tough half-court
defense. Before Falcon fans COLLEGE BASKETBALL
could blink, the score was 38-37, Bowling Green (81)
rl>
't
«
and the team looked stunned.
mln m-a m-i D-l
News flash! The women's basThe Falcon veterans saw the Scon
26 6-9 3-3 3-3
8-14 0-0 2-13 4 2 17
ketball team was involved In a need to step up the intensity, and Nordmann
Albcn
6-10 3-5 3-9 1 3 15
close game last night in its came through in a very timely CaiKU
2-2 3-5 1-2 4 2 8
4-15 3-3 1-2 7 0 11
match-up with Central Michigan! fashion. Lori Albers, coming off a Lendvay
0* 2-2 2-3 0 1 2
slight Injury she suffered earlier Shade
Kulki
2-6 0-0 00 4 0 4
in the game, scored a three-point McCkndon
Well, almost.
2-4 04 (M 1 1 4
0-1
Auli
04) 0-1 0 1 0
play, and followed it with another
The ChippeNuermeyer
2-6 0-0 0-1 2 0 4
jumper.
was hung tough
Keener
0-2 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Williami
0-2 1-2 1-2
2 I
for the first
TOTALS 20032-71 15-20 16-45 23 15 81
twenty minutes
FG*
45.1
FT*
75.0
3pl*
50.0
She hit another jumper two
of the ball
minutes later, and it seemed to
game, but were
take the wind out the Chips' sails. Central Michigan (62)
no match for
6-12 0-2 1-3 2 5 12
The lead was nine, and it did not Suit
the talented
Craven
4-7 2-4 3-5 1 1 10
dip below that level for the rest Thompkins
6-13 1-4 5 10 1 2 13
Falcon shoothanhan
3-6 1-2 0-2 4 4 7
of the contest.
ing corps in the
Claar
4-7
0-2 4 1 11
Clark
second half.
Robert »on
1-1
0-0 0 0 3
1-4
0-2 0 0 2
With the Falcon starters look- Kit/
BG placed four players in
2-2
0 1
Shumake
0-5
ing
a
bit
weary,
Clark
called
on
double digits, and Andrea NordTaylor
0-1
1-1 0 0 1
mann scored her 1,000th career her reserve players early and Evuu
0-0
0-2 0 1 0
Mertiman
1-9
2-5 0 3 2
point, as the Falcons kept their often. She was not disappointed.
200 26*5 7-17 17-42 13 17 62
"I'm really happy with the pro- TOTALS
home unbeaten streak alive,
FG* - 40.0 FT* - 41.2 3pt* - 27.3
81-62. The Falcons have now won duction from the bench in the
second
half,"
Clark
commented.
10 of their last 11 games, and five
in a row overall. BG (8-1, 13-4), "Because I think that's what shut MAC STANDINGS
which had been dominant in all the game down right there."
Women
1. Bowling Green (8-1,13-4)
six of its home wins, certainly
2. Miami fj-2,12-5)
didn't intimidate Central Michi"We had good play from Mi- 3. Kent (6-3.12-5)
Western Michigan (6 3, 10-7)
gan, at least in the first half. The chelle Shade, and from J.J.
(6-3,11-6)
Chips (4-5, 9-8) didn't look like Nuesmeyer," Clark said. "And 6. Toledo
Ohio (5-4, 8-9)
most of the teams the Falcons we need that. We need to have 7. Cerana Michigan (4-5,9-8)
had faced recently. That Is, they them finish out the game for us." 8. Ball Stale (1-8.1-15)
Akron (1-8.3-13)
didn't roll over and die when BG
"Our starters did a good job
Eaitem Michigan (1-8,2-14)
jumped out ahead.
keeping us with that cushion. I
Result]
Despite a 7-1 run by BG, Cen- think it was difficult in terms of Wednesday's
Miami 65, Kent 63
tral battled to tie it up with 3:07 injuries, and it was great for our Ohio 58, Eastern Michigan 56
to go in the first. However, the bench to step up and come in Toledo 59. Western Michigan 49
Ball Slate 66. Akron 47
Chippewas couldn't pull it all there."
Bowling Green 81, Central Michigan 62
together.
"We had it tied 30 all late in the
Although Central produced
first half," Chippewa head coach great effort in the first period,
Donita Davenport said after the Davenport cited the need to play
game. "We were in pretty good a complete game versus BG.
shape, then we went to sleep."
"Bowling Green's a very good
BG rattled off the final eight team," she said. "You just have to
points of the period to take a play 40 minutes. You cant play
38-30 lead into the locker room at 38, you cant 30, you have to play
halftime.
40."
by Mirk DeChint
sports writer

offc

While many teams have packed
it in against BG, Central attempted to make a game of it in the
second stanza
The Chippewas opened the
second with a flurry of baskets,

byMarkDeChant
sports writer

81-62 victory, Nordmann shrugged off the monumental shot,
saying it wasnt her prettiest attempt ever.

Thirty seconds after the opening tip, the Falcons had the ball
on offense, and were passing the
ball around the perimeter. Senior
BG head coach Jaci Clark
Judit Lendvay dealt the ball to an
"The first shot wasn't that open Nordmann, who couldn't
chuckled a bit as she recalled
Andrea Nordmann's 1,000th good," she said. "I'm surprised it find a tenable shot. Nordmann
went in."
point.
kicked it out, then received it
right back from Lendvay.
With a twist and a turn, a five"The first shot wasn't that good. I'm foot jumper secured Nordmann's
spot in BG athletic history.
surprised it went in."

Nordmann

"I think the kids did a nice job
of looking for Andrea," Clark
said. "The shot was within our
offense, and Andrea showed good
patience."
With that milestone under her
Andrea Nordmann belt, the senior began to shoot as
if she was after 2,000.
See

"She went right by it," Clark
said. "And never looked back"
As she has done so often during
her illustrious career at Bowling
Green, the senior forward once
again made headlines with her
consistent, solid play on the basketball court.
Nordmann entered last night's
contest against Central Michigan
with 998 points. With the way she
had been playing of late, it was
only a matter of time before she
joined the elite group of former
Falcons that have shot for 1,000
in their career.
Minutes into the ball game,
Nordmann became only the 8th
player in team history to accomplish this feat. After the Falcons'

NORDMANN,

page nine.
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Happy Hours
CHEAPER THAN CHEAP PITCHERS
SHOTS 25*
When: Thursday, February 4
Where: Club SOP
Time: 6-9 p.m.
Cover Charge $3.00

University Union
Thursday
Dinner Special

"I thought we were up and
down all day. We'd play pretty
hard and pretty intense, and then
we would just kind of rest for a
minute or two."

BoujI-n-Greenery
All You Can Eat

ITALIAN
11:30-1:30...S3.99

Village Green

4:00-7:00...$4.75

The Pheasant Room
Mexican Platter - $4.75

"^ Wice PLc to Ju
Hours:

Luncti
Dinner

11:30-1:30MF
4:30-7:00 M-F

Quantum 90 cord accepted 4-7 only for an compui ttudcnb
Quantum 90 card acccpUd all das tor aft campus itudenb

EraDDDa«QQQaHa»aDDaDaDOBaaDoaaDaaiaaHQQeiat

5Sptvr^wr^f^T^^

W®BMllMlllli>§ WOW T@

7@ ©amfpoamfV

®m in

Campus
Shuttle
'Winthrop Terrace
400 E. Napoleon Rd.

352-9153
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Guards shine as Falcons
defeat Central Michigan
by Glen Lubbert
sports editor

Not quite enough.
Despite trailing by over 20
points in the second half. Central
Michigan was able to make a hectic run, but couldn't quite get
over the final hump as BG held
on to defeat the Chippewas,
105-99.
The Falcons topped the highest
scoring Mid-American Conference game of the season with
their triple digit performance.
BG remains at fifth in the conference with a 5-4 league mark,
8-9 overall while the Chippewas
fall to 3-6 in the MAC.
Bowling Green had a commanding control of the first half
as they drilled the Chippewas on
offense and used the zone to control them on defense. CMU shot
48 percent (14-of-29) from the
field while the Falcons knocked
in 59 percent (24-of-41) in the
first half. At the half, the Chippewas trailed 53-37.
"It was like two different halves," CMU head coach Keith
Dambrot said. "We beat their
brains in in the first half and they
beat our brains in in the second
half."
But the Chippewas never let
the score drop them out of the
game even when the Falcons
came out strong in the second
half to take their biggest lead of
the game, 79-58, on a free throw
by sophomore Shane Komives.
Trouble hit the Falcons when
senior guard Michael Huger
picked up his fourth foul on a
shot by CMU forward Tyrone
Hicks. His basket counted, but he
missed the free throw. Still, the
Chippewas were gaining momentum bringing the deficit within
nine, 85-76.
Slowly, Central Michigan held
onto a 10 point margin as the

team's six freshmen kept fighting for respect. CMU freshman
forward DeShanti Foreman had a
game-high 32 points and 5 rebounds while senior guard Sander Scott had 26 points including
six three-pointers.
"I think Bowling Green is a
good team," Dambrot said. "They
are one of the few teams in the
MAC that have enough guts to attack our pressure. You got to attack it. If you dont attack it,
you're going to get your brains
beat in. They attack it and they
beat our brains in in the first
half."
With 3:47 remaining in the
game, BG was holding onto a
93-80 lead after sophomore forward Floyd Miller hit a slam
dunk off of a pass from James
Cerisier. Sophomore guard Ray
Lynch was fouled by Foreman
who picked up his fifth. Lynch
and Foreman exchanged words
and both picked up a technical
foul. Rob DeCook hit the two free
throws for the personal foul
while Scott hit the two for the
technical foul. Huger hit BG's
two on the technical foul to finally drop the Falcon lead to 11,
95-84.
"The altercation between Ray
and DeShanti Foreman kind of
played into their favor a little
bit," Larranaga said. "I think Ray
learned a lesson from it. I think
the officials handled it nicely because it could have turned into a
fight and it didnt."
The Chippewas had control of
the ball with 2:45 remaining and
Scott dropped in three treys to
pull them within six, 101-95 with
less than a minute to play in the
game.
With time running out, CMU
desperately tried to get over the
six point hump as the score fluctuated between six and eight
points during the final seconds.

The Chippewas persisted In sending BG to the free throw line
where Lynch, Huger and senior
guard Vada Burnett had strong
nights. All three shot 75 percent
(3-of-4) from the charity stripe
with all of Lynch's coming during
the final minute.
See GUARDS, page nine.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowling Green (105)

l| ft it
Min n-a sa-a o-l a pfIp
Komi™
27 3-7 1-1 1-6 2 18
Miller
34 9-11 4-7 3-8 1 2 22
K-Kuminiki 13 4-6 0-0 2-3 12 8
Huger
34 10-163-4 0-3 104 24
Bumen
37 8-13 3-4 0-3 4 2 20
Lych
22 3-7 3-4 2-4 0 1 14
Ceriiier
28 3-6 3-5 0-7 5 19
Sleaple
5
0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TOTALS 200 42-68 17-25 11-38 23 13105
FG% -.618 FT* - .680 3p* - .286
Central Michigan (99)
18 3-9 3-3 1-1 10 9
DeCook
17 2-6 04) 1-5 2 14
May
Culbreth
30 7-10 0-0 3-5 0 2 14
37 8-16 4-4 1-4 6 4 26
Scon
24 11-184-5 3-5 3 5 32
Foreman
Milli
24 5-11 0-0 3-6 1 5 10
10 0-2 0-0 0-2 0 10
Pauerson
McDaniel
4 0-0 0-0 (M> 3 1 0
14 0-3 0-0 2-2 10 0
Henderson
18 2-6 0-1 0-2 3 3 4
Hicki
TOTALS 200 38-8111-1318-38 20 22 99
FG* -.469 FT* -.846 3pc* - .364

MAC STANDINGS
Men
I. Ball Suie (7-2.16-5)
Miami (7-2,11-4)
3. Wellem Michigan (6-3, 9-8)
Ohio (6-3.9-8)
5. Bowling Green (5-4.8-9)
6. Toledo (4-5,6-11)
7. Keni (3-6,7-10)
Central Michigan (36. 7-10)
9 Faiiem Michigan (2-7,7-13)
Akron (2-7,7-10)
Wednesday's Results

Miami 69. Kern 55
Ohio 81. Eastern Michigan 74
Toledo 64, Western Michigan 62
Bowling Green 105, Central Michigan 99
Ball State 60, Akron 50
Saturday's Games
Akron at Miami
Ball Stale at Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan at Bowling Green
Toledo at Central Michigan
Kent at Ohio
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Remember your
Valentine
with one of our

Balloon Bouquets

MID AM MANOR

Reserve yours today!

AND

INDIAN RIVERS

8□
□□
□

Teresa Taamaarnw BG News

Senior guard Vada Burnett had 20 points to help lead Bowling Green over Central Michigan, 105-99.

MISTER SPOT'S
125 EAST COURT- DOWNTOWN
FREE DELIVERY / OPEN LATE 7 DAYS

Come in
and see
our great
selection

• NOW RENTING*

H Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
_j campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
J I or 2 bedroom, furninshed or unfurnished, gas heat and wafer Q
□ included, air conditioning

Bouquet
includes
1 mylar and
6 latex balloons

$6.95

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

PILLS IV PACKAGES

352-4380

tfoaaaaaaoaaaaaaacioancjaaoaoacj

111 EJUilroad St. 862-1693
{oral to Klnko'a by the tracks I

■EfflaaEn^EBSEBBEBSEBSEBSEBSEBaKEBSBBSEEP.
ARE YOU A: * EDUCATION MAJOR?
* PSYCHOLOGY
* SOCIAL WORK
J%
S*>
60
* BUSINESS
%*
* JOURNALISM
*IPCO
* PUBLIC RELATIONS
* OTHER

•£$*

^352-SPOT
:©

Rapid
ingestion of alcohol
can result in illness,
coma or
death.

VAUD ONLY

SPOT'S
WITH COUPON

H (i s i

■o

SIX FREE WINGS
WITH ORDER OF 24

©

PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES • BUFFALO WINGS
WORLDS GREATEST HOAGIES • BEER IN/TO GO

Join the
Off-Campus Crowd
at

Preferred
Properties

Theta Alpha Phi
presents
•

Ulysses
In
Traction

9 & 12 Month Leases Available
Fox Run
Mini Mall
Piedmont
Haven House Manor
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Birchwood Place
Houses

IS FOR YOU!

THEN
Studinta Tofftther Educating Peers

STEP 1 is a peer education team. Members are
trained to inform the BGSU community about
chemical health.
*
*
*
*

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
RECEIVE ACADEMIC CREDIT
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
GET INVOLVED

Step 1

Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step-! Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Slep 1

Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom-Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry Facilities available.

Rental Office: 8th & High

352-9378

by Albert Innowoio

February 10-13 at 8pm
February 14 at 2pm
e

Joe E. Brown Theatre
BGSU
•
Reservations

^

372-2719

Februarys 1993
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Bird's legend will live on
Larry's retirement ceremony a well-deserved tribute
Possibly, it's a continuation
of the post-Super Bowl recuperation process of clearing
out the abundance of cobwebs
that call my brain their home.
Or maybe it's the overwhelming build-up of stress that I've
begun to encounter by realizing that every day for the past
three weeks I've eased my minimal scholastic guilt by telling
myself that 'this reading' or
that paper* can wait because
it's still just the beginning of
the semester.
Whatever it is, this column is
probably going to jump around
more than House of Pain. But
please, bear with me.
Tonight, on the famed Parquet Floor of Boston Garden,
one of the greatest players in
the history of the National
Basketball Association will
have his number 33 hoisted to
die rafters to join those of 18
other Celtics.
Along with Earvin 'Magic'
Johnson, Larry Bird helped to
completely redefine the game
of basketball. With their unforgettable championship battles, the two turned the game
into a true entertainment sport.

be rendered. Preliminary discussions by Major League
Baseball Council members
suggest a probable one-year
suspension and up to a $25,000
fine.
I'm not so sure that sufficiently states the point. There
has been a recent outcry in
sports for more minorities to
be hired into such posts as
head coach and general manager. And deservedly so, i.e.
look at guys like Cito Gaston
and Dennis Green.
and its popularity has skyrocketed ever since they entered
the league in 1980. In his remarkable 13-year career, Bird
played in five NBA Championship Series, winning three, and
was named Finals MVP twice.
He also won the NBA Rookie of
the Year award in 1980 and
League MVP honors for three
consecutive seasons from 1984
to 1986.
Although the player is gone
and will certainly be missed,
the mystique of The Legend'
will forever live on.
As of press time, the verdict
on Cincinnati Reds majority
owner Marge Schott had yet to

riot Hotel in Salt Lake City,
Utah Allegedly, at least four
members of the Portland Trail
Blazers engaged in the marital
act of copulation with two female minors.
Supposedly, several members of the Blazers met these
upstanding young ladies in a
local mall and invited them
back for a party the following
evening. They obliged, and the
rest remains under Investigation.
It is not my privilege nor de-

Along with Earvin 'Magic' Johnson, Larry Bird has
helped to redefine the game of basketball.

It is this columnist's opinion
that the woman with (and
looks like) a dog, should be
ousted for life.' That may seem
quite severe to many people,
but in these racially tense
times, there is no room for her
actions in what we like to call
'America's Pastime.'

sire to determine guilt or innocence, but obviously, the Magic
Johnson message (actually,
scare would most definitely be
a better description) hasn't yet
gotten to these oblivious idiots.
Maybe they'll finally smell
the coffee if a paternity suit
ends up on the desk of one of
their attorneys.

Last week, an unfortunate
incident occurred in the Mar-

Russ Eckard is a columnist
for The News.

GUARDS

Continued from page seven.

Continued from page eight.

Nordmann scored 9 of BG's
first 15 points, successfully making her first five shots from the
field. In recent games, she has
played with tournament-like intensity night in and night out.
Nordmann has scored 117
points in her last eight games,
and has grabbed 57 rebounds. It
is this kind of play that earned
her First-team All-Confernce
honors last season.
"It's nice to have Andrea playing real well," dark said. "I
think it's pushing us up to another level of play."
"She's feeling more and more
confident, and she knows that
we're going to need her in the
offensive scheme. It's going to be
important that she keeps stepping up."
On a team loaded with scoring
talent, Nordmann is averaging
almost 12 points per contest. She
hauls down 5.5 rebounds a game,
and has been credited with 28 assists thus far.
The modest veteran preferred
to discuss her team than any in-

"In the second half, we werent
quite as aggressive [as in the
first half], and they were much
more aggressive," head coach
Jim Larranaga said. "The tendency, when you have a 20 point
lead, is to kind of relax a little bit
and not be quite as aggressive.
And, that's what happened."
Turnovers plauged the Falcons
during the second half as they
committed 11 while CMU had
Just four. For the game, the
Chlppewas had 15 compared to
the Falcons 14. Along with the
turnovers, the Falcons had to
pick up the slack after sophomore forward Shane KiineRuminski bruised his left shoulder and was forced to sit out the
entire second half. Cerisier came
off the bench to replace KlineRum inski pulling down a team-'
high 7 rebounds and had nine
points. Floyd Miller had 22 points
while Huger scored 24 points and
had 10 assists.
"I think James Cerisier did a
great job coming off the bench,"
Larranaga said. "He had to play
... and we needed James to come
through And he did in a big
way."

dividual.
"I like how we came out hard,"
Nordmann said. "I think that's
the way we need to play."
So was this the most memorable game of her career?
"Well, once we got ahead by
about fifteen, it was just one of
those game where we had to finish it off, and look ahead to the
next one."

Recycle

TODAY!!

The BG News
CAMPUS EVENTS
f Moray to Study t
In Europe
Appkcaoon* now available
Call 372 8180
of drop by between
3:30 and 5:30
at BAA 4000 on
Fab. 10

IMonay n Study t
In Europe
ApptcaBona now available
Call 372-8180
or drop by between
3:30 and 5 30
at BAA 4000 on
Fab. 10
-•O 24 NEWS-BO 24 NEWSBOWLING GREEN'S TELEVISION
NEWS SOURCEI
Monday - Friday 5 30 P M
Repeats aMO 30 PM » 7:45 AM

on
Wood Cable Channel 24
ChackltOutl
- SO 24 NEWS-BO 24 NEWS "SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE"
NO MEETING TONIGHT.
LOOK FOR AD NEXT THURS.
FOR MEETING THE AND PLACE.
ANY SMD MAJORS INTERESTED IN JOIN
MQ
PLEASE PICK UP REGISTRATION FORM IN
201 MEMORIAL HALL.
™ ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP ~
MM you to a debate over
"Low-Laval Radioactive Waata In Oreo"
Conducted by respresentaoves of
Tlonl Waste Ohio'a The Midwest CompactThureday. Fab. 4,7-8:30 pjn.
118BABu*r«ng

Al Phi Eta Sigma mambar»--appacaaona lor
National Undergraduate Schole/*hip« are
available outaide Dr. Navm'i office (310 BA).
They are due al Ma oWca by Fab. 15.
Answer Where a pereon can And coffee and
friendships al In one place and Brno.
Ouaation: Thureday*. 230-4:30 pm
International Lounge.
11 Hi Floor Off enhauer MM
Coffee Hours - Everyone Is WeloomeMI
Annul EAG needs T-shirt designs tor Ear*
Day. Designs are due Fab. 0. For Into contact
Tom: 372-5481.
Attention: All Faculty and Studanta
"Gender at Riek"
Come hoar a wen known and respected
•peaker who will educate you about the inequalities that occur today in our schools OSE A
Is sponsoring this event.
Speaker: Dr. Charol Shakeshaft. Hoftta Unrv
Data: Fab. 4.1993. S p m
Community Suite. Union
CoaageotMuoatlontAJtad Prole eel onT
aciOLAatiiri
Appscaton* for 1983 94 Scholarships are now
available to students In tie College of Eduoaoon and Asked Profession* Forma may be
picked up In the Dean'a Office. 444 Educaaon
Bidg Completed applications must be returned
by Monday. March 1.
SOLD PRESENTS
"LaederehlpStylee"
with Leeley Da vie
Use your leadership style E fit
fie neede of your organization I
Wed.,F.6.10,Mpm
Alumni Room of Union
Can 2-2843 tor reservations.
Students tor Democratic Leadership
presents:
John Kohlet rand
former editor ol The BO Newe
who broke tfts story on rediatrtdlng
Thursday, February 4.1983
8:30 pm 300 Moeeley Hall

The perfect surprise tor M
special friend or speaal someone I
HIM Roeee tar Valentine' e Day
Rose* will be preoofd Feb. 1-5. 1:30-1:90 in
rheUnlon Foyer and delivered the Friday betcraValanana'aDay.

GOFTD
CALL TODAY!

voNtmr

OSE A MEETING
Thurs.Feb.4. 1993
8 OOpm.
Community Suite, Student Union
The College of Educ and Allied Professions,
The Dept. of EDAS. and O.S.E A. prourjy pro
sent Dr. Carol Shakeshaft At our meeting she
will be discussing -Gender at Risk.' Dr.
Shakeehaft has written over 60 erodes on a
variety of gander issues, and has won numerous award* for her outstanding research
and writing in this field Everyone is welcome to
aaandll

LOST & FOUND
FOUND
Bleck cat on Fifth Street
Call3S4-0O41

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Need support?
Wa can help. FREE and confidential services
Pregnancy tests, counseling and support
groups BG Pregnancy Center 354-4673.
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Raws With Accuracy
Call 352-3987 from SAM to 9PM

PERSONALS

THE ■LOCOMOBILE M COaWtoi
THE ILOOOMOeall 1 COaflOl
FE1. a-12 AT THE N. E. COMMONS
1O-.S0 AM-440 PM
FOR A PRIORrTY APPOINTMENT
CALL 352-4575

HANCE!

Golden Key Members
Informal Officer Interviews!)
Tues . Feb 9th al 9p m
104 BA

Thla Week on Campus Connection
•Exclusive interview with Joe Slaflan
-Woman's Salf-Delense Class
•Coach Gary bTeckney
Tune situs Sunday al 10 pm
Wood Cable Channel 24
WBGU-FM88.1
wsl be training for now D.J.s. Class starts
Thursday. Fab 4th in 106 South Hal at
DflOpjTI.
^^^^^

BE STUCK Vi

DON'T PANIC
But you've only got two week*
to find a ValanMna I. G. Low Connection
might be able to help.
For details, write to
-BGLC.c/oQ.G.P."
P.O. Box 751
Bowing Green, OH 43402.

TX

DAYTOHA BEACH, FL
s AND 7 mam
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
5

AND

7 mam

'109
* 68
* 81
a

AND

RELATIONSHIP GROUP!!!
Did you grow up in an alcoholic substance
abusing home? Are you experiencing pre*
lama in a current relationship due to someone
else's alcohol or other drug use II this sounds
like you, a support group ia now forming to enhance atmrnuntcBDon In relationships around
these issues Please call Shea* or Ellen at
372-2i30forintcrmaB0n. Dead*ne2/Sr83
Resume Service
Special Student Package
In depth Interview today, typeset
resume with computer disk tomorrow
$2405
SaotfacDon Guaranteed

372-1846
Sandy Blevin* t Tncia Rahe are working al
KAIRWAYS. Please call u« tor appta.
3S2-2107.

SEE IT AND UNDERSTAND

—Aweeome Spring Breakil Bahama* Cruise
Includes Meal* $279. Panama City Room with
Kitchen $t 19. Key Weet $249. Daytona (Kiiehene) $140. Cancun (450, Jamaica $4701
1-800-678-6386

KKGKKGKKGKKGKKG
There'* a new marshal in town.
Her name ia Jan Wteenerlll
KKG KKC KKG KKG KKG

— Alpha XT™
Congratulaoons Karl Foraytha
on your ininauonl Love, Your Big, Damca
— AlphaXI""

Happy 20th Birthdayl
You're sols dork I
Bro

By popular demand.
the romantic classic "GHOST"
wsl Mao be shown
tits Friday and Saturday
st MIDNIGHT
In 210 MSC.
Only (1 JO
Sponsored by UAO
CANCUN MEXICO
Spring Break f 1 Choloall
7 Night Party Package Including R.T. Air
(Chicago) and Lodging Suns at $420.
1 800-845-6766

HEY JUNIORS:
Is that Bursar bin giving
you the cold stare again?
Wei. stare right back and
apply tor the
Second Armuel
Mortar Board Scholars hip
at 42S Student Services
It will certainly make
you both a Its* happierl
Hay Sigma Kappas...
Remember to go cheer tor
our "group" al AOTT lip sync tonightl
Hay.everybr^lrfyouknrjwMAIlWiaNOtal
her HAPPY ilRTHDAVM" And congratulate
heron hergreelGPAIIIII

LAGA LAGA LAOA LAOA LAGA
The Lesbian And Day Alienee will be meeting this Thursday at 830 pm in tie Urnssd
Chnsoan Feeowship Canter (comer of Ridge 8
Thunon). All homosexual, bisexual, and support ve heterosexual members of the community are welcome. The meetings are free and
discretion ia used. For more Into, at
352-5242. 7-10 pm, Mon. Wad. $ Frl.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
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Panama Qty Trip for two
(UAO) Trans, 8 Hotel. (MO
Cat Uohaas at 372-5644
THE BEST SPUING BREAK DEAL IN 1.0.1
Go to Panama Qty Beach FL.
A full 7 nights, aft rooms oceanfront
Only (100, transportation available $00.
Call Luke or Scon al 353-9313
AOTT-BETA-AOTT-BETA
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi wish to eongratuiaas Christy Travis* and Norns Pyie on
their recant lavalwnng
AOTT • BETA • AOTT • BETA
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! PARTY
LIKE OODSIII Panama City (130. Kay West
(280. Qualify acaxnmodaoons. FREE DRINK
PART1ESI Call Joe Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007

HURRY. HURRY. HURRYI
Time is running out I
Applications for Fall
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
are DUE FEBRUARY 15th'
There's sll erne for you to
see another part of the U.S.I
Cat 2-2451 for more into.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

Ufa Shows Frl & Sal ONLY
ALADDIN - 0
Va*e«IR«enwaea»
SalSSwi iiniuii'iii
StmSit SillT-.IS.SJB

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

7 mam

AND

7 mam

VAIL /BEAVER CREEK, CO
5

AND

7 mam

PRICES FOR STAYNOT PER NICHTI

TOLL

na wwtavmoii« MammoNs

1800 3215911

\

Sign up in
405 Student Services
Interviews February 7,8

Coat on

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC
5

ALPHA PM-ALPHA PHI
Fndeyrsrhe Night
Tuxedo Junction la the sight
GRAB A DATE
Don't be late
In the house youII find a due
Of what exactly you should do
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

354-2260

STEAMBOATCO
2, 5 AND 7 mam
MUSTAK ISLAND, TX
s

FrlendeoftheDeef
Come |om us on Fab. 7th at »:00 pm m 202
Education. Hear all ol tie exciting details about
this year's trip to Gataudel University.

Support Group. It you've released your baby
tor adoption, or are considering doing so and
need some support, kan us Wed. nights at
7pm. Call 354-4673 tor location.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA
Mm

Monday thru Friday: shows

STUDENT COURT
NEEDS YOU!

DGDG Rookie. DGDG
Congratulations on your iniosflonl I'm really
proud of you and vary glad that you're part of
my family I also want to congratulate you on
your new position You'll do a fantastic tool
I lib. Marina
PS. Did you know everybody want you?

Gonna Make You SWEAT.!!
Supervised Workout Exercise And Training
Coma workout (awim/run) at the Student Rec
Canter, This supervised workout will help you
get in shape forSprlng Break and tie
SRC/intramural Biathlon. Workout at 5 pm
Sunday-Thursday beginning Monday. February 8th. For more intormation cat 2-7482.

You muet request details by Saturday
to gat results by Valentine-s Day I

start at approximately 4 p.m.

stna? mam

Sigma Kappa
A Winning Tradition

Save BIG on Spring Break '93!
JamaicaiCancun from (440-Fkxtda torn $130
Organize group travel FREEI
Call SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-428-7710

Saturday & Sunday Full Schedule

SOUTH PADRE mm,

SEE "GHOST'1 AGAIN.THIS WEEKEND AT
7:30PM AND 9.45PM IN 210 MSC. JUST
$1.50! SPONSORED BY UAO'S CAMPUS
FILMS COMMITTEE

.V
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The BG News
Coat, from page 9

Them are atM place* available for Spring
Break for BOTH th* few and hotel only.
Sign up eoon In th* UAO office, 330 Union

Acquired
Immune
Deficiency
Syndrome

(SCHOLARSHIPS I

N*w arrival* at Campus PoHyoyes
"Duv*T from Belgium, "Batemana XXXB" from
England, -ASAHI" Irom Japan PLUS import*)
beers from 13 other countneel Join us at 440 E
Court.

MM

• Alumni Chapter Scholarships
Clwck your on-campua rnaUboi lor
applications or slop by the Alumni C*nter
Application tmmm Is Fob. 26.
Scholarahipa awarded from 27 Alumni
group* acroas the country i

Learn men Fab. 14-1*
Watch lor atrant* Irom UAO. _
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Leader ship Today
Saaaonaol Chang*
Th* 13ti Annual Leadership Conferenc*
February 12-13
Be a part of one ol the
largest conferenoasI
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Applications Available
42S Student Service*
SignUpTodayl

• SIGk4A DELTA PI •
Spanish Honor Society ProMna
MOVIE CLUB
Almodover'*
"Whet Haw I don* lo DMKVI Thi*?"
Sunday Mont. Fob 7.7:00 BA 113
SI Admission. Snacks provided
OPEN TO EVERYONEI
"KRISTIN CLARK"
You ara MHMl Whai • groal proaloani you
war* ■ you helped ua through a tuft timal
LoveinAOTMariann

Oop«i This ad miss*d t» 2 p.m. deedsne. so
it's one day kit*. B*l*t*d Happy Birthday to
MARIA KINQIII
-Snarl
PhlTau'PNTau
Congratulations*!
Sieve Jones
Phi Tau of the Week
and
Scott Lokken and Bill Poling
Brothers of th* Week
Phi Tau •Prs Tau

LEARN ABOUT THE QUILT COME SEE
THE DOCUMENTARY "COMMON
THREADS: STORIES FROM THE QUILT,"
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14 AT 7:30PM IN THE
QtSH FILM THEATER. DONATIONS BENEFIT DAVO-S HOUSE IN TOLEDO. SPONSORED SY UAOS CAMPUS FILMS COMMITTEE.

•" CONORATULATIONS ~
■OSU WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
2CJOVENORSCUPSINAROW!
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEKEND,
GET A REGIONAL BID!!!

Lunch Bullet every Friday
$3.05-11:30-1:00 pm
Bowling Groan Country Club
023 Fairvkwr Avenue
353-3100

Interacted In FHn*se/Recreation 71
Join Oie Student Roc Center Programming
Board. The next meeting is Thursday. February 4th, 4:00 pm at the Student Rec Center
For more Inkxmation call 2-7482.

FAIRE a ETHNIC MARKET
PLACE
African, Guatemalan, Indian, Dead Head, and
Metaphysical good. Tarot. Palmistry, re
laDonahip readings and mor* Feb. 14 at Holley Lodge, Weet Wooalar. 11-6. Mu*t *M ID
b»k*v*l
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEHENT

MA2X CRAZE LAM BOA CM MAZE CRAZE
At Lanhart Grand Ballroom
This Sunday at 1 p.m.
Buy a rant* ticket I
AH proceeds goto
Saturday Morning Love Affair

Junlora. Junior*
IT* th* FINAL COUNTDOWN
to join Mortar Board
Senior Honoraryi
So. drop anything you ara
doing and rush to
425 Studont Same**
Deadline: Feb 5.5pm

PSYCHIC

MTMUGGS- OPEN NOW FOR LUNCH
Dairy Lunch Specials 11 AM
Now serving wings A soups

Students mt*r*st*d In being selected for Student Trustee Nomine** should pick up applic*
tionstod*y
Youmuat:
*B* a fu> Urn* studont
• Be a registered voter of Oho
• Have a cummualiOve GPA ol
A 2 J5 lor Undergrads and
A 3.0 lor Gradual* Students
• Be aotvont with Bursar
' MM t all other requirements
Th* term* last for two year* and applications
must b* turned back in by 2.00. Friday, Fab.
5th.

WINGS WEEK SPEC]

ValentIne Balloon Sale
Fab. 3 Wad., Education Bid g-230
Fab. 4 JS Thum.-Frl. Math Science 0-2:30
Can Put on Bursar
Pick up or Delivery
Valentin* Balloon 3*U

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income lo assemble
products ai home. Into 1 -504-846-1700 06 PT
OH-6256

Timdofthasnow?
Spend n*xt asmaaav aomawhara warmor simply aom*wh*r* different'
Don't miss the boati
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFORMATION SESSION
Thurs .Ft* 4th. 1993
230 p.m.
T.tt Room, 3rd Floor, BGSU Union
Call 2-2451 Is reserve a s*atl
LAST ^FORMATION SESSION UNTl FALLI
Want a great body by Spring Break? You have
lo S.W.E AT. for it. Informational meeting Feb.
8.5p.m. at SRC for BJ-Atilon training program.
For more Info, call 372-7482.

THE LIVING. END": ENJOY THIS "IRRESPONSIBLE FILM" FROM DIRECTOR
GREGG AHAKI, SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 14
AT *PM IN THE OISH FILM THEATER.
SPONSORED BY UAOS CAMPUS FILMS
COMMITTEE

WANTED
1 mala roommat* for Spring aem**i*r. Columbia Court Apt*. $175/month . all utilities. Furnish*d. Can Kavin or Dan 3S3-115* ASAP.
1 3 Mala* for 93-94 school year Big houaa,
own room, 2 mm from campus, excell. parking.
>1o5/mo. 353-1049 or 352-4387. CMp.
F*mai* subleaser needed Own room In 2
bdrm. api. Avail, now. Call Johanna at
352-4188.
Mala sludent needed to Till apartment
Available now. Own bedroom
352-7365 or 353 0325

HELP WANTED

This week, with the purchase of any
Pisanello's pizza or sub, bread sticks
or any other item that totals $2.00
you can get

$200-1400 WEEKLY
AsMmbl* products at horn* Easyl No selling
Your* paid direct Fully GuaranMd.FP.EE In
formation-24 Hour HoBine. 801-37S-20O0. Copyright aOH02»450.

5 WINGS FOR $1.00
MILD • HOT • BBQ
mix or match
Free delivery with any purchase of $3.00 or more

250 COUNSELORS and Instrucnrs needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mm*.,
ME Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG,
KanHworth, HI 07033 (908) 276-0698
300 SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS available in
NY. PA, MASS 8 MAINE. N**d skills In: Tennls, WSlrSwimmmg, Water skiing. Sailing,
Windsurfing, Gymnastics, Equestrian, Baseball, Basketball. Soccer, Hockey, Lacrosse,
Canoeing, Fencing, Rilkwy, Archery, Rockery,
Woodshop, Caramics, Fitna**, Danca, Piano,
Guitar, Ropes/Pioneenng. Nurses, Food Service. Upper Classmen Preferred Arfane:
1-800-443-6428.

But if 5 WH\GS won't do,

10 • $3.50 - 20 • $6.00 - 30 • $8.50 - 40 • $10.00
10 or more wings includes celery and Bleu Cheese dressing

And don't forget

PISANELLO'S COMBOS
YOUR CHOICE
7" 1 hem pizza & 5 wings
Swings and breadsticks

V-ffcrVW v"^^^s/^"^
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7" 3 Item pizza & 2 pops

4 bdrm house, 1 /2 block from campus.
Avail. Aug 18.12 mo. kwaa only.
Cal 419-885-8307.

CNroprsKlicrMedical Assistant. Sand r**um*
to P.O. Box 23190. Toledo. OH 43823.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2.0O0*/mon*i . world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc) Holiday. Summer and
Career employment available. No •xpenence
n*c*«s*ry. For *ni|iloym*ni prog/*m cal
1 208-634-0468 ext. C5544

850 Scott Hamilton
Modem kjrnktntd. 2 bdrm. apt tor 4 people
max. 2 blocks from campus. Laundry teal
ArC. Waex and sewer Indud. No pat*. 2
reserved parking plans 9 mo. lease. $650 per
mo., 12 mo. I*as* tMrT par month Available
May •». 287-3233 or 287-4255 after 8pm.
APARTMENTS
001 THIRD
Grads i2monthleas*
704FFTH
8 mo., 12 mo., 8 *umm*r l*aa*s
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases
352-3445

Cu*lom*r Sales/Service
$8.25 to start
Work FT or PT 10-40 hri/wk. Fles. schadul*
around classes Start al entry level w; career
advancement available. No door to-door or
telemarketing No *xp. needed College scholarships awarded. Interview al main office and
work tocaly. Application Into 419-321 5365.

Cany Rentals 352-7385
Apia. 2.3.4 students
Houaa* 6.7.8.9 students
6 bdrm. apt* • 6 students
Rental office located 318 E. Marry *3
All near campua.

Earn $10 par hour in your spare time working
on campus Contact Paul Evans (814)
538-7885.
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours, $339 84 week.
lamily ol 3 earns $4417.82 monthly. FREE In
lormatJon-24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900 CopyriohtiOH028452.
Government Job Guide - Federal Government
is hiring $16,000-$62,000 per year Amazing
2* hour recorded messag* reveals details.
(418) 352-4548 extension 275.
Need responsible babysitter in my home to
take canto! 1 1/2 year old. CaH lor Interview at
354-7347.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
•9V84 EMPLOYEE HIRINO
Applications for Recreational Sports (Field
Hou*/Student Rec Cenar) will be available
Monday. February tth beginning al 7:00 am.
Limited to 300

s lo campua. Fumiahad apt.
716 E. Woonar. MmacMi occupancy.
353-5800
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD ST
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2-BR 8 1BR
UNITS. WELL MAaVTANED, FULLY FURNISHED. SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO.
LEASES REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. ACT EARLY. PHONE
352-4966
Houaa* for Rent
12 mo. leases - May or Aug.
Tenant pay* utilltMs -1 mo. dap.
730Elm.2bdrm.$360'May
734 Elm., 4 bdrm., 2 bath. $700/Aug.
217 S. College. 3 bdrm., $S50/Aug.
233 W. Merry, 4 bdrm., with tori $660/Aug
128 Manvile, 5 bdrm., 2 bath, $7S0/Aug.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330.

Summer job at Put-In-Bay woman* apparel
•hop Housing available. Contact Anita Brown,
evening*, 1-626-6878.
SUnmar Job* Act Now I
Sudani Sprinkler Services is now accepting
applications for summer management positions Earn up to tOK taking and Installing
underground sprinkktr syst*m* thai summ*r.
Po*it>on* available throughout OH. Ml 8 IN
For more into call (313) 663-8613.

House* or apt*, tor rant tOt4. 1 or 2 blocks
from campus 6 dose to down own. With parkIng. 354-1790.
Houses. 1 82bdrm.apts.
9 month, year and summer '""
352-7454

FOR SALE
1-way Comalr ticket. Transferable. Toledo 10
ALL Florida Cilia*. Expir** 3/29/93 $150 or
best. For more info, call 353-8107.

Imagine you and 5 friends in 1 hous*. 1 1/2
bdrm., kitchen, bath. LR up. 2 bdrm.. bath.
kitchen, LR down. 384-7257.
John Newlove Real Estate
319E Woost*rSt
(acroas from Taco B*l)

1084 Flaro. R*d. 4 cylinder, automatic, sun
roof. $2895.352-4324 (days) 352-5418 (even-

Summer 8 Fall Rentals
Over 500 units with super locations.
Call 354-2260

1990 FORD TEMPO Pwr locks, air, auto, mint
condition, very well m*int»in*d. $6,000 ret**.
asking $5,500 OBO. Call 372-4147 or
354-2137.

ALASKA NEEDS
SEASONAL WORKERS
Summer job directory list*
300* contact* & ten* vital info
about job* you want. Act now i
Sand 110 CH/MO 8 address to:
BA. Gibson Group P.O. Box 72598
Fairbanks, Ak 99707

Makt student needed to (ill apartment.
Available now. Own bedroom.
352-7365 or 353-0325.

Cancun. $429: Daylon*. $149: Panama City.
$119. Spring Break trip* gang last. Call Joe tor
raw. 353-2228.
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW...
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
85 MUSTANG
...450
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE lnformation-24 Hour Hotiin*.
801 -379-2929 Copyright *OH029410

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc.1

Nead 1 roommate to sublsaa* apL w/ large
privaia bedroom. $170/mo. Cal 354-7460
Now leasing 1,2. A 3 bedroom apartments and
house* tor Fall '93 Y«*. we do allow petal
354-8800.
R.E. Management

Loft tor sale $50
Wal built 8 sturdy
Call 354-5439 after 7:30p.m.

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad SL
(nextloKinko's)
382-8302
Stop In tor a complete
Summer 8 Fall Homing Lisil

Nintendo and 5 cartridge* lor $100.
BcJIe Ski Goggles for $50
Call Man at 372-1063.

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Special Spring Rate*

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates

FOR RENT

5164 Monroe St.,

Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700 ■

^sonello*!S

\~lTW^C\
i.G.'i most i■ward
l«fc»fcVI
winning pi
pizza
203 N. Main St. • Bowling Green > 352-5166

'

Spring esmester leas**
2 blocks away. pool, clubhouse

All Services Slriclty Confidential

7" 1 item pizza, small salad & 1 pop

OPEN for LUNCH FRI-SAT-SUN
4 pm Weekdays

Babysitter n**ded Afternoons In Perrysburg
Reliabl* transportation necessary. Reference*
required. Call 537-0990.

Reproductive Health Care
for Women

$3.50
This week only $3.00

ADanbon Business students and entrepr*n*ur
stud*nt works painting is currently hiring sellmotivated students lo Ml summer mngmt positions. Work In horn* town Das *umm*r whil*
earning $8,000-8.000 and gaining business
knowledge Contact Paul Evans tor more Info.
(814)538-7885.

CRUISESHIPrRESORTS/ALASKAjObsl
$1200-15000 MOI Summarl Careerl
Quid*. C*s**n*. N*wta*rvic*l
(918)922 2221 EB. 2.

XO-AMYEBEL-XO
Congratulations 10 my sister. Amy Ebal.
on her engagement to Buddy Peel
I km* you botfil
Kerry (Kenny G.)
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO

12 month l**s** starting May 15. 1993
420 S. College - 3 Br. House $565 .10.
525 Manvit* - 3 Br House $550 . u».
530 Manvile - 3 Br. House $400 . us).
605 Fifth Apt. A - 4 Br. $600 ♦ US.
609 Fifth St. - 2 Br. Hous* $480 ♦ uti.
1204 E. Woosaw - 2 Br. Duplex $450 . us).
1204 1/2 E.Woomr
2Br.Dupktl$480«uU.
262 1/2 TroupSt -2 Br Duplex $360. ulil
Skw* Smith-352-8917

1 bedroom house and 1 bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summit tor Summer 1993 and 93-94
school year. 1 -267-3341.

Village Gram Apartment*
354-3533

1 bdrm. apt. available for summer and
(Ml at Willow Hous*. 630 Fourth St
CaH lor detail* 353-5800.

Walk to campus. Rooms In Victorian Hous*.
Separata am. Kit. TV room. unls. inc. Pnv
parking aval. Summ.. Fall, Spring. 352-5817.

Valentine's Day
"Love Notes"

Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine
love note made especially for them. Choose between a display ad
or a regular classified ad. You can even add a color to your
message for $5 to make it extra special.
Size Choices

V
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
1x5
Display ad
up to 60
words

$20

Nam.

¥
1x3
y Display ad
mM

▼

¥
¥

up to 35 words

$10

Classified Ad
8 line minimum

Aiirircaa
S«.#
Phooat*
Site O 1x8-810 □ 1x5 = gao
O CUuMlflcd-8
Color a YES
Word Count
Mraaage:

■

ONO.g.

•

8W per line
Trie**,
Roaaaararad,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentin** Day
from /e«Knotir»VT»/

Dated! * netam lo S14 */«. B*tt*a6r*lA.ila.*1l*a

Deadline - Monday, Feb. 8 ¥ 214 West Hall •* 5 PM
¥ Publication - Friday, Feb. 12

